
Mathematics 3C Summer 3B 2009
Worksheet 1, August 3rd-4th

NAME:
PREP for AUG. 5th-6th: Read text Sections 1.1-1.3
MY WEBSITE: http://math.ucsb.edu/ kgracekennedy/SB093C.html1

1. (Definition) What is a differential equation (DE)?

What is a solution to a differential equation?

2. Check which functions below satisfy the following second-order differential
equaiton:

y′′(t) = 25y(t)

(a) y(t) = 6e5t

(b) y(t) = 2e5t

(c) y(t) = 5e−5t

(d) y(t) = e5t + e−5t

(e) y(t) = 3e5t − 2e−5t

3. (Long-term Behavior) Let y(t) (read “y of t”) be the snowy plover pop-
ulation around Santa Barbara t years after the 1973 Endangered Species
Act, in which they are listed an endangered species.2

(a) If the change in the snowy plover population is proportional to the
current population, what is the differential equation that models their
growth? (Let k denote your constant of proportionality.)

Santa Barbara’s snowy plover population follows model.3

(b) What will the long-term behavior (i.e. will snowy plovers take over
Earth, become extinct, or coexist peacefully with other terrestrial
beings in billion years) be in each of the following cases?

i. k > 0
ii. k = 0
iii. k < 0

4. (Logistic Model) It is unlikely that the snowy plover population follows
such a simple model. Suppose now that the growth rate of the snowy
plover population is proportional to the current population and 2,000
minus the current population. (Go ahead and assume the constant of
proportionality is greater than zero.)

1Go here for information on quizzes.
2Verified: http://www.fws.gov/endangered/
3Hint: This is a vocabulary word from class.
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(a) What is the differential equation that models the plover population?

(b) Suppose the snowy plover population in 1973 is 1000.

i. Will the population of snowy plovers increase or decrease?4

ii. Then y(0) = .

(c) Suppose the snowy plover population in 1973 is 3000.

i. Will the population of plovers increase or decrease with time?
ii. In this case, is it likely the plover was on the endangered species

list in 1973 when the act was first signed or added later?

(d) How many snowy plovers must there have been around Santa Barbara
in 1973 for the population to remain constant?5

(e) How many snowy plovers will there be in a billion years?

5. There are 95 students in your 3C class. Suppose Rob and Garrett, who
will sub for Grace’s sections on Tues., 9/8 decide it is funny to start a
rumor that the final exam on the 10th is canceled. They tell all 47 of
Grace’s students. Initially, only Sonja’s students know the truth.

Let y(t) be the number of students who think there is no exam after
t days. The rate at which the number of students who think there is no
exam grows proportionally to the number of students who know the rumor
and the number of students who have not heard the rumor. The constant
of proportionality is k = ±10.

(a) What is the DE that models the spread of this rumor?6

(b) If k = 10, is the rumor spreading or being squashed? What commu-
nications occur between Grace’s and Sonja’s students if k = −10?

(c) In each case, how many students do you think came to the final?7

(d) How long do you think this model accurately describes the number
of people who think there is no final? Why?

4Hint: What information do you get about the sign of the derivative.
5Hint: When is y(t) a constant?
6You may safely assume (a) that Grace has left the country and is not around to refute

this rumor, and (b) that Sonja remains unaware of the rumor in time to refute it.
7Just make a guess based on how quickly the number of students who think there is no

final is changing initially.
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